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Parts of Speech in the Grammatical Traditions 

 

1. Introduction 
 

From the ancient philosophers and grammarians of classical languages like Greek, Sanskrit and Tamil, to 

the early 20th century anthropologists studying the languages of the indigenous peoples of the Americas, 

inquiry has focused on what counts as a basic category for the grammatical analysis of the sentence. In 

this introductory unit, we examine the historical development of the notion of ‘grammatical category’, 

which we shall characterise as a movement away from a ‘parts of speech’ as the basic units of analysis.  

 

The two classical traditions that we consider here both begin their inquiry into language with the quest of 

defining the components of sentence and discourse meaning, and ultimately, of human thought and 

cognition. As we shall see, the trajectories of these traditions differ substantially because while the 

Greek\Latin tradition was word-based, the Sanskrit tradition was based on units below the word, i.e. 

roots, stems and affixes. For ease of presentation, we begin with the younger of these two traditions, the 

Greek\Latin tradition. 

 

2. The Greek\Latin tradition  

For both Plato (428/427 BCE—348/347 BCE) and Aristotle (384 BCE—322 BCE) the basic categories of 

grammatical analysis are defined by both morphology and syntax. In Cratylus, Plato analyses a sentence 

as having two major components—a nominal one (onoma) and the verbal one (rhema). In Poetics, 

Aristotle significantly expanded this list, to now comprise of a total of eight categories, corresponding to 

the various stages in the composition of language. Of these only the last three may independently signify:  

• Stoicheion(phoneme) 

• Syllabe (syllable),  

• Arthron (preposition, adverb, article) 

• Syndesmos (conjunction) 

• Ptosis (case, which has additional secondary significations) 

• Onoma (noun) 
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• Rhema (verb, i.e. the smallest unit that independently signifies an event or a process as well as 

consignifies past, present, or future tense), and  

• Logos (sentence/discourse unit, i.e. a unit having multiple parts that are capable of independent 

signification).  

  

There is a rich philosophical literature spanning several centuries that has explored Aristotle’s ideas about 

language, but so as to not wander too far afield, we shall flag two issues that are relevant to our 

discussion. Note that Aristotle’s list of parts of speech are derived from different levels of linguistic 

analysis—the first two make reference to phonetic/phonological analysis and the next one makes 

reference to morphology plus (semiotic) semantics, and the final five make reference to a syntactic and 

(semiotic) semantic one. Important also is the idea that signification is not limited to word-level 

categories, and that identification as a part of speech was not dependent on whether such signification was 

primary or secondary. While verbs and tense affixes “bundle together” two distinct but equal 

significations (rhema = verbs plus tense), case morphology also (secondarily) signified (because it adds 

the ‘meaning’ of grammatical function to a noun phrase). In Aristotle’s conception then, the basic units of 

linguistic analysis could make reference to form, syntactic function and\or syntactic\lexical meaning. 

 

Rather than Aristotle, however, it is the Alexandrian philosopher Dionysus of Thrax (c. 100 BCE) who is 

widely acknowledged to be the most influential with respect to the modern grammatical tradition. In the 

Art of Grammar, the first extant grammar of Greek, Thrax lists eight parts of speech: 

• Onoma (noun): a part of speech inflected for case, signifying a person or thing. 

• Rhema (verb): a part of speech without case inflection, but inflected for tense, person, number, 

signifying an activity or process performed or undone. 

• Metoche (participle): a part of speech sharing the features of the verb and the noun. 

• Arthon (article): a part of speech inflected for case and preposed or postposed to nouns 

• Antonymia (pronoun): a part of speech substitutable for a noun and marked for person 

• Prothesis (preposition): a part of speech placed before other words in composition and in syntax. 

• Epirrhema (adverb): a part of speech without inflection, in modification of, or in addition to, a 

verb. 

• Syndesmos (conjunction): a part of speech binding together the discourse and filling gaps in its 
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interpretation. 

 

Thrax’s definitions of the parts of speech may be seen as an attempt to ‘tidy’ Aristotle’s definitions, so 

that each part of speech is defined as determined by form, syntactic function, and syntactic\lexical 

meaning. In Thrax’s system too, nouns and verbs are defined in terms of morphology and (semiotic) 

semantics; pronouns, articles, participles, and adverbs are defined both in morphological (presence or 

absence of inflection) and syntactic (word order\substitution) terms. Prepositions and adverbs receive a 

syntactic-semantic definition. 

 

Although the broom that Thrax brings to Aristotle’s system derived from Aristotle’s own ideas, this 

‘cleaning up’ of Aristotle also enshrined the word as the basic unit of analysis. Where Aristotle allowed 

even secondarily signifying affixes like case to have the status of a part of speech, Thrax’s 

recategorisation makes primary signification and grammatical meaning the main criterion for part of 

speech identification. As a consequence, the word came to be posited as the basic unit of linguistic 

analysis and part of speech identification. 

 

The fact that the language that Thrax was thinking about was Greek, an inflectional language with 

articles, meant that once the grammatical enterprise spread from Greek to other languages, the centrality 

of the article was bound to be questioned. For example, the Latin grammarian Priscian (c. 500 AD) felt 

bound, based on the empirical facts of Latin, to give up the notion of article. In other respects, however, 

the intervening centuries did not affect the tradition much, as it remained firmly wedded to a word-based 

identification of parts of speech. In particular,the period was marked by an irrational adherence to eight as 

the upper bound to the number of parts of speech – for example, Priscian could not simply delete the 

article as a part of speech; instead, he replaces for it with interjection.  

 

When the grammatical tradition came to English, grammatical theorising was crippled under the weight 

of both Greek and Latin. As a consequence, even as the facts of English compelled Joseph Priestley in 

The Rudiments of English Grammar (1761) to replace participles with adjectives, they were not powerful 

enough to make the case for a return to the article as a part of speech. 
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3. The Sanskrit tradition  

The Sanskrit tradition appears to have initially treaded the same path as the Greek one, in that it too 

considered words to be the primary bearers of meaning. The Sanskrit etymologistYāska (600-500 BCE) 

used ontology and morphology as the basis of his isolation of four basic grammatical categories: nāma 

(nouns), ākhyāta (verbs), upasarga (pre-verbs or prefixes), and nipāta (particles or invariant words). 

 

The distinction between nouns and verbs for Yāska lies in the world, which he considers to be composed 

of two types of existences: a process or an action (bhāva), and an entity or a being or a thing (sattva). 

These two ontologically distinct categories are then distinguished from the other two on the basis of 

morphological form—an upasarga is a morphologically bound form, and differs from a free-standing but 

indeclinable, nipāta.  

 

The most well-known successor of Yāska is Pāṇini (500-400 BCE), whose perspective differs from 

Yāska in two important respects: First, for Pāṇini, linguistic meaning does not lie in words but in 

sentences. As a consequence, ontological definitions on the basis of putative word-level reference have no 

real role in grammar proper, and so, Pāṇini’s Aṣṭādhyāyī makes no attempt to define what a noun or a 

verb is. Rather, it just provides two lists of nominal and verbal roots—the Ganapaṭha and the 

Dhatupaṭha, respectively, together with a system of grammatical rules that manipulate the addition of 

affixes. Thus, while for Yāska, the property of ‘noun-ness’ and ‘verb-hood’ arise from an interaction 

between the world and language—in the world out there, things and entities are cognised differently from 

processes and actions—for Pāṇini, the distinction is internal to language itself, and encoded by the fact 

that lexicon lists nominal roots separately from verbal ones.  

 

Second, the basic units that are input to the 4000 odd system of rules listed in the Aṣṭādhyāyī are not 

words, but units below it, like morphemes and phonemes. As Pāṇini’s grammar analyses sentences in four 

levels of hierarchically organised description (see Kiparsky 2009), with each level preserving the 

information achieved thus far, it does not privilege the word as the basic unit of analysis. Instead, because 

Pāṇini’ssystem adopts an Item-and Process system of derivation, acoustically ‘unreal’ thingssuch as 

abstract tense suffixes, are ‘real’ for the rules of grammar that replace or delete them. In such a 

grammatical system, speculations of what are the possible parts of speech are irrelevant, as grammatical 
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rules accord an equal status toabstract units as they do to ‘living’ morphemes and affixes.  

 

4.  The Early Modern Grammarians 

The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in Europe saw the influence of classical traditions wane, 

for a multiplicity of social and intellectual reasons, not the least of which were European linguistics 

(colonial) exposure to the classical Sanskrit enquiry in the domain of language, the growth of the 

discipline of historical linguistics; and the challenges posed by the indigenous languages of the Americas 

and Asia. All of these led to a re-evaluation of the Greek\Latin tradition’s word-based approach. The 

modern grammarians’ critique of the classical tradition began by the last decade of the nineteenth century, 

as can be seen in the work of the English philologist and grammarian, Henry Sweet (1845—1912).  

 

Like the later American structuralists that followed him, Henry Sweet’s aim was to restrict the domain of 

grammatical enquiry to that which could be objectively observed, verified, and measured—linguistic 

form. Notional meaning and imprecise formal criteria, of the sort that the classical tradition had used as 

the basis of the categorisation of words into parts of speech, could not be the starting point of linguistic 

inquiry, but rather its end point. Given that “language and grammar are concerned not with form and 

meaning separately, but with the connections between them (Sweet, 1891:7), “all study of grammar must 

begin with being purely descriptive (ibid: 204)” of the forms that map onto meaning. 

 

A consideration of form leads Sweet to first classify grammatical forms on the basis of whether they are 

declinable or indeclinable, i.e. whether they inflect or not. It is only after such classification can parts of 

speech be identified by the following criteria (Sweet 1891:35):  

a. have inflection of their own distinct from those of the other parts of speech;  

b. each part of speech has special form-words associated with it (a tree, the tree; to grow, is 

growing, has grown); and  

c. each part of speech has a more or less definite position in the sentence with regard to other parts 

of speech.  

 

The criterion of inflectability is morphological, whereas (b) and (c) are syntactic, in that the former 

specifies a co-occurrence requirement, and (b) imposes an ordering condition. Given that parts of speech 
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can be defined over both words in the declinable category (e.g., nouns, verbs) as well as the indeclinable 

category (e.g. articles, prepositions), we may infer that criterion of inflectability in (a) is, in effect, not a 

necessary condition for part of speech identification, but co-occurrence and ordering are. Furthermore, if 

relatedness of lexical meaning is also added as a weak criterion, as Sweet appears to do, then the two 

criteria that turn out to be necessary for the core of Sweet’s parts of speech assignment procedure are 

syntax and lexical semantics. 

 

Although Sweet’s parts of speech conformed to the magical eight, the possibility of overlapping 

membership—e.g., an infinitive is both a member of the part of speech [noun-words] as well as of 

[verbals]—signalled a major departure from the classical tradition:  

• Noun-words (noun, noun-pronoun, noun-numeral, infinitive, gerund) 

• Adjective-words (adjective, adjective-pronoun, adjective-numeral, participle) 

• Verbs (limited to finite verbs); verbals (infinitive, gerund and participles 

• Adverbs 

• Preposition 

• Conjunction 

• Interjection  

 

The existence of such overlapping is due to the weight accorded to syntactic function in Sweet’s system. 

As the infinitive can occur in the syntactic function of a noun-word (as in Reading is fun), as well as in 

that of a verbal (as in Anu promised to eat), it has to belong to both classes. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this unit, we have examined the historical tradition of defining parts of speech. We have seen that this 

is a word-based notion that derives from the Greek\Latin tradition, with an arbitrarily cap that limits the 

number of parts of speech to eight. This word-based conception held sway until the very last decade of 

the 19th century, until when it began to be displaced by less notionally,and more formally, defined 

notions of grammatical categories. 

 

 


